
Graphic Application Tools
At 3M, we are continuously looking for ways to improve the large-format graphics industry. You can count on 3M to develop 

tools and materials to help you achieve the best possible results for your customers. These graphic installation tools are designed 

for comfort and assist the installer in applying large-format graphics easier and faster.

3M™ Power Grip Applicator for  
3M™ Comply™ Adhesive Films CPA-1 
Designed only for films with the Comply™ Adhesive 
feature. The applicator makes it easy to cover large 
areas with a uniform distribution of pressure. The 
felt-wrapped edge disperses air evenly for a virtually 
bubble-free application, and the rounded grip is more 
comfortable for the installer.

3M™ Rapid Roller  
Applicator CPA-2 
Designed exclusively for  
3M™ Controltac™ Graphic Films  
with Comply™ Adhesive. The 3M rapid  
roller applicator makes it easy to apply film. This tool  
has a rounded rubber grip that is more comfortable  
and encourages full arm movement.

3M™ Power  
Grip Multi-Pin  
Air Release  
Tool MPP-1 
Features a uniquely  
designed grip. With multiple pins,  
only a single motion is needed  
per rivet, saving time during  
installation on all films.

3M™ Air Release  
Tool 391x 
Puncture film that has already  
been applied to a substrate to remove 
entrapped air bubbles.

3M™ Power Grip Rivet  
Brush Applicator RBA-3 
Burnish all films over  
rivets with ease. The  
larger handle grip is  
more comfortable and 
encourages full arm 
movement. Burnish 
film over rivets faster  
with the stiffer bristles.

3M™ Hand  
Applicator PA-1 
Inexpensive, reusable  
squeegee-type applicator is flexible yet durable. This tool 
is the perfect solution for applying film or premask.

3M™ Low Friction Sleeve SA-1 
Reusable paper sleeve slips over the PA-1 applicators to 
protect the substrate from being marked or scratched.

3M™ Edge Sealing  
Tape 8914 
Used to improve  
the resistance to 
environmental damage 
and enhance the  
durability of the graphics.

3M™ Power  
Grip Magic  
Pad Rivet  
Applicator CMP-1 
Designed exclusively for  
3M™ Controltac™ Graphic Films  
with Comply™ Adhesive. The 3M magic 
pad rivet applicator, with its large foam 
pad, makes it easy to conform heated 
film around rivets. The larger handle grip 
is designed for comfort.

3M™ Vehicle  
Channel  
Applicator  
Tool VCAT-2 
Custom designed 
durable soft foam roller 
for vehicle channels.

3M™ Rivet Brush 
Applicator RBA-1 
Graphics are easier to 
install over rivets using this 
traditional applicator tool.
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Textured Surface 
Application Tools  
for Use with 3M™ 
Scotchcal™ Graphic 
Film for Textured 
Surfaces IJ8624

3M™ Textured  
Surface  
Applicator  
TSA-1 
Specialized  
tool used to  
conform large areas of film 
onto a textured surface.

3M™ Two-Handled Textured 
Surface Applicator TSA-4 
for Large Areas 
Increase installation 
productivity for graphics on 
textured surfaces. Requires 
heat gun, not included.

3M™ Textured Surface 
Applicator TSA-3 
Specialized tool used  
to conform heated  
film around cut edges  
and in corners  
and mosaic-type 
applications.

3M™ Installation Kit  
for Textured Surfaces 
Combines all of the 
necessary tools in one 
kit for installing textured 
surface graphics using 
film IJ8624. Includes 
Stinel® Heat Gun, TSA-1, 
TSA-2 and TSA-3.

3M™ Textured Surface 
Applicator TSA-2 
Specialized tool  
used to conform  
heated film to  
mortar joints and  
inside corners.3M™ Tape Primer 94  

Used to promote 
adhesion of 3M 
films to surfaces 
such as many 
plastics and paints. 
Recommended for 
use especially when 
conforming film to 
deep channels.*
*  3M™ Controltac™ Graphic Film IJ380 does not require 

primer 94 in deep channels on vehicle wraps.

3M™ Roller L (large) 
Custom designed 
durable firm roller for 
vehicle channels.

3M™ Roller S (small) 
Custom designed  
durable firm  
roller used as  
finishing tool  
in vehicle channels.


